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The fourth IEEE International Workshop on Testing Embedded Core-Based System Chips (TECS)
took place 3-4 May 2000 in Montreal, Canada, in between the IEEE VLSI Test Symposium (VTS)
and a meeting of the IEEE P1500 (Standard for Embedded Core Test) Working Group. As its title
indicates, the workshop focuses soleley on challenges and emerging solutions related to testing large
system chips containing embedded reusable intellectual property cores.

A panel session, organized by Erik Jan Marinissen (Philips Research) in cooperation with IEEE
Design & Test of Computers, discussed whether or not core-based system-on-chip (SOC) testing is
merely an industrial topic, and if not, what universities can contribute in this domain. Under mod-
erator R. Chandramouli (Synopsys), six panelists shared their viewpoints and discussions with each
other and the audience. Krishnendu Chakrabarty (Duke University) and Sandeep Gupta (University
of Southern California) represented the academia in the panel, while Scott Davidson (Sun Microsys-
tems), Maurice Lousberg (Philips), Fidel Muradali (Agilent Technologies), and Ian Phillips (ARM)
were the panelists with an industrial affiliation.

Krish Chakrabarty started off the discussion, comparing the statement “Once IEEE P1500 comes
into place, core-based testing is solved” to the famous, but clearly untrue, statement made in 1899
by Charles Duell of the US Patent Office: “Everything that can be invented, has been invented”.
Subsequently, he presented an extensive list of scientific challenges for academia in the realm of core-
based testing: optimal design of test access mechanisms, test scheduling under test time and/or power
consumption constraints, test data compression, testing of soft cores, testing cores’ interconnections
and interactions, obstacles due to multiple clock domains, testing of analog and mixed-signal cores,
and fault diagnosis.

Scott Davidson presented a do-s and don’t-s list for universities. Amongst the things universities
should do is become familiar with real problems by going to workshops like TECS. A show of hands
indicated that not only in the panel, but even more so in the audience, the academics were by far out-
numbered by people with an industrial background. Good benchmark SOCs are important, and next
to experimenting with the ITC’99 benchmark circuits, academics can also create such benchmarks by
tying together already available cores. What universities definitely should NOT do is add “for cores”
to the title of an already written paper, or present results on SOC testing on single ISCAS’85/’89
benchmarks only.
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Sandeep Gupta distinguished two cultures: those of the practitioners, who go for practical and low-risk
solutions, and those of the theoreticians, who typically strive for ‘optimal’ solutions. Gupta believes
that there is room for improvement towards ‘optimality’ in today’s core test approaches, especially
w.r.t. the costs of DfT area, test application, and IP protection. However, Gupta also noted that most
companies seem to be unwilling to share their SOC designs with universities in order to experiment
with them.

“How many of you participated in academic research when at the university?” asked Maurice Lous-
berg to the audience; most raised their hand. With his second question, “And whose academic research
made a major impact on the industry?” (only few hands), he made his point that universities are in
the first place educational institutes, and that only few university research projects make real indus-
trial successes. Nevertheless, Lousberg acknowledged that there are many research projects to be
defined in SOC testing. Adding to the lists mentioned by the previous speakers he suggested looking
at the language aspects of the Core Test Language as developed by IEEE P1500 and (mis)using the
P1500 standard in development for purposes not foreseen by its developers, just as happened with the
Boundary Scan Test standard IEEE 1149.1.

Fidel Muradali pointed out that standards like IEEE P1500 only get created for those problems where
the state-of-the-art is mature and well-understood, and that therefore most test challenges, including
the detection of new deep-submicron defects, analog testing, and at-speed functional testing are not
at all solved by P1500. Universities (“schools” in Muradali’s words) can contribute by creating a free
environment in which smart and eager students are educated to skilled engineers.

Not coming from the ‘test community’, Ian Phillips had learned during the course of the workshop
that ‘test’ is an overloaded word. At VTS and TECS, the prime focus is on testing for manufacturing
defects. However, from ARM’s perspective as core provider, verification testing and qualification
testing are just as important and apparently less often addressed.

In the animated discussions that followed with the audience, the important topic of realistic benchmark
circuits surfaced several times. Companies do hardly ever release their SOC designs, even if they are
obsolete. For certain research projects, the sheer size of the cores is not relevant, but rather the fact
that multiple of them together make up one IC design. In such cases, connecting multiple SOC cores
actually does create relevant benchmark circuits. Chakrabarty has created several of such designs for
his work on TAM sizing and test scheduling, and there seemed to be agreement that such circuits
should be promoted to ‘official’ benchmark circuits.

Next year’s TECS Workshop will take place in early May 2001 in Los Angeles, California, again
following VTS. Check the TECS web site for further information:
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1500/tecs/ . (EJM)


